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French Art Deco Copper and Ice Lights Chandelier

Reference: 
MPD-001750
Description
Art Deco - Copper Finished French chandelier

Really quite lovely.

Here we have a fine chandelier that just demonstrates the variations of the Art Deco design in one
lovely fixture. Circa 1920-30 it is truly a lovely chandelier.

The shades are really quite unique. Heavy cast glass with heavy embossed designs.

This chandelier has been completely re-wired in our UL shop with new American sockets and all new
wire. There are three candleabrum sockets within the center bowl so that light peeks out of the side
windows and illuminates the bottom shade. The five shades around the center bowl are also wired
with American candleabrum sockets built inside the orginal french/british style B-22 pin socket
housing. Kinda clever so we can use the original shades without any noticeable difference at all.

Measurements: The Overall height is 36 1/2”. The maximum width (shade) is 32”.

Price for the chandelier is “only” $1650.00 plus careful packing and shipping. I say “only” because if
you have done some chandelier shopping elsewhere, you will know that some folks are asking
upwards of $3,000 for a fixture of this type, and often, not as nice as this one. We’re more realistic
and believe that fair pricing is best.

Price: 
$1,650.00
 

Main Image: 

DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
 Category: Chandeliers
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Condition: restored

Dealer Ref: ANT-323

 - Height: 36 1/2
Diameter: 32"
 
  Dealer:         Vintage Hardware And Lighting  
  
The Kelly Building 2000 Sims Way Port Townsend, WA 98368 Phone: 360 379 9030

      
   
More InfoCountry of Origin: France
 
  

Vintage Hardware and Lighting
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